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SUMMARY 

This note reports the new data about the presence of the killer wha: 
le, Orcinus orca, and false killer whale, Pseudorca crassidens, in 
the italian seas. Both species seem rare and occasional in the Me= 
diterranean Sea. 

RESUME 

Cetta note reporte le peu de nouvelles jusqu'ici collectionnees du 
Projet Cetacea-Italie, au sujet de la presence de la fau:x:-orque , 
Pseudorca crassidens, et de l'orque, Orcinus orca, dans les eaux 
italiennes. Pendant qu'il semble certaine la presence de ces espe• 
ces dan le Mediterranee centrale, il parait que l'occasionalite et 
la rarete en soit confirmee, due, probablement, a de defavorables 
condition ambiantes. 

The killer whale, Orcinus orca (Linnaeus, 1758) and the false kil= 
ler whale, Pseudorca crassidens (Owen, 1846), are both two rare and 
occasional inhabitants of the Mediterranean sea, but are widely di= 
stributed in several oceans (LEATHERWOOD et al., 1976). The histori= 
cal data are scarce like the present information and so no data are 
available about the biology of these two species in the Mediterra= 
nean Sea. 
During the research carried out by Project Cetacea between July 1978 
and September 1982, 5 records of killer whales (concerning 7 speci= 
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mens) were collected; all of them are sightings, with the exception 
of one specimen, captured and killed by a "mandrague". The numeri= 
cal composition of the pads is reported in the table below (white 
numbers), while the distribution in the italian seas is shown on 
the map (white numbers). 

lipecimens per schoo I 
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amount Of records 

Nowadays, it seems that the killer whale is a species in regression 
, probably due to the lack of suitable preis (CASINOS & VERICAD , 
1976). 
The false killer whale seems more 
rare than o.orca: infact, we have 
only one record in the italian 
seas, concerning a couple of spe= 
cimens captured by a drifting 
long line near the Calabrian coast 
(see black numbers on the map and 
in the table). Another record, but 
very old, is here to be noticed: 
it concerns a specimen killed and 
photographed near Catona (Jonian 
Sea, Calabrian coast), in 1925, 
probably captured by a net. The 
original picture was recentely 
found in a warehouse of the Insti= 
tute of Hydrobiology of the Uni= 
varsity of Messina. "~~~~~--~ 

It seems possible that the scarcity of information about this spe= 
cies could be due, besides to the low number of specimens in the 
Mediterranean Sea, to the difficulty of identification at sea. 
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